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Abstract

An adaptive software system is known as an application that can adapt itself based
on different conditions of users. There are multiple conditions/criteria that can be used
to direct how an application would adapt. Spatial visualization (VZ) is one of several
human spatial abilities that is used to predict human’s performance when using a computer
application. Therefore, a difference in VZ level is a suitable choice as an adapting indicator,
i.e., high VZ and low VZ users should get different features on a user interface (UI) to
complete the same task. In this paper, we look at three studies where we asked participants
to verify a set of housing addresses using a location-based application on an Android tablet
with different versions of the application, especially, an adaptive version of the application
was involved in the last study. We found that, for high VZ participants, the number of UI
errors that participants created was significantly smaller when they were equipped with
the adaptive software. We refer to a UI error (User Interface Error) as an error where a
user tapped on a non-sensitive region of the screen. The results of the three studies and
hypothesis tests for significance are reported.

1 Introduction

An interaction between a computer and a user becomes an essential topic in the area of com-
puter science since the world has been in the era of ubiquitous computing. Most business
transactions, education activities, and recreation activities of humans are done via interaction
with a computer. However, most application software still comes with a single user interface
(UI) for everybody, whereas there are multiple studies [4, 7] said that a single UI has never
been a solution for usability problems. This statement holds in an address verification task
using location-based software as a tool. The address verification task is a task done by US
Census Bureau crews to verify correctness of a housing address, such that, both an actual
real world location and the location of the house on the map correspond. Researchers [13, 15]
found that users with different levels of spatial visualization (VZ) might require different UI
features to work with when they used the location-based software to verify addresses because
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their performance was better when they got the appropriate UI for their level of VZ. VZ is an
individual spatial ability that tells how good we are when we have to do mental manipulation
of spatial information/representation [18]. A user’s level of VZ and performance when using a
computer application are highly correlated [9, 11, 19, 22]. PatanasakPinyo [12] discovered that
users, regardless of their level of VZ, could complete the task of address verification significantly
faster when they used a VZ-based adaptive version of the location-based software.

We did three studies to observe different aspects of user performance. All three were address
verification tasks using location-based software on an Android tablet.

In the three studies, we logged every action that a participant did on the UI such as pan or
zoom. One variable that we logged was a total number of UI errors. A UI error, as defined by
Taylor [21], is a tap/click that a user does on a non-sensitive region. A non-sensitive region is
a region on a UI that contains no component nor control, i.e., a region without button, slider,
text area, etc. In earlier work Taylor, et al. [21] showed that these errors result from users’
failure to accurately use the sensitive parts of the UI. The results from the analysis in Section
4 illustrates that the errors are also tied to the usability of the UI features available to the high
VZ users. In particular it points out the importance of the choice of UI features in adaptive
systems based on spatial visualization.

We organized this paper as follows: Section 2 walks through related literature. Section 3
describes the details of the three studies, which include both designs and procedures. Section
4 shows the results of three studies, research questions, and hypothesis tests for significance.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes the contribution described in this paper.

2 Related Work

Spatial visualization (VZ) is a component of spatial ability. VZ was defined by Salthouse et al.
[18] as “mental manipulation of spatial information to determine how a given spatial configu-
ration would appear if portions of that configuration were to be rotated, folded, repositioned
or otherwise transformed” [Salthouse, Timothy A., et al. “Sources of individual differences in
spatial visualization ability.” Intelligence 14.2 (1990): 187-230]. Norman [9] stated that VZ was
able to tell how good an individual was when using a computer system. His original message
was “The primary cognitive factor driving differences in performance using computer-based
technology is spatial visualization ability” [Norman, Kent L. “Spatial visualization - A gateway
to computer-based technology.” Journal of Special Education Technology 12.3 (1994): 195-206].
Multiple studies also supported this claim. Batinov et al. [1] found that users with different VZ
level also had a different methodology when doing an address verification task. PatanasakPinyo
et al. [14] developed prediction models to predict a user’s level of VZ based on a set of actions
that a user did on a UI when doing an address verification task.

Benyon et al. and Benyon [2, 3] gave a definition of an adaptive system as “Adaptive systems
are systems which can alter aspects of their structure, functionality or interface in order to
accommodate the differing needs of individuals or groups of users and the changing needs of
users over time” [Benyon, D., et al. “Special issue on intelligent interface technology: editor’s
introduction” Interact with Computers 12.4 (1987): 315-322]. The motivation for developing
an adaptive system to bridge the gap of the usability problem when users have different levels
of spatial ability were examined by several researchers [8, 16, 17].
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3 Methodology

Each of the three studies performed for this work consist of two parts. The first part was an
evaluation of a participant’s VZ level. The second part was a field study where we asked every
participant to do the address verification task using a location-based application on Android
tablet. All three studies were approved by the IRB Committee of Iowa State University (IRB
IDs are 14-526, 15-494, and 16-288). Any identifiable data of a participant was not recorded.
Every participant was given a compensation. Every participant was a resident of Ames that
was interested in participating and made a contact with the PI via an email address that was
posted on community boards all around the town.

3.1 Evaluation of Spatial Visualization

For the VZ evaluation, we used the Paper Folding Test (VZ-2) [5] for all three studies. We
asked each participant to complete the VZ-2 test, which consisted of two problem sets. Each
set has ten problems with a time limit of three minutes. For each problem, a participant had to
mentally fold and punch a hole on a square paper according to the instructions. A participant
received 1 point for each correct answer. He/she received 0 point if they provided no answer.
However, if an answer was incorrect, he/she received -0.33 point. The participant was classified
as high VZ-2 person if he/she scored 13 or more. Scoring 8 or less was classified as a low VZ-2
person. Figure 1 shows an example of a problem in a VZ-2 test.

Figure 1: An Example of Problem in VZ-2 Test.

3.2 Field Studies

For all three studies, after a participant finished the VZ-2 test, we escorted him/her to the
neighborhood located at the south of Iowa State University, main campus, to continue with a
field study (Figure 2). Although the task that we asked participants to do was the address veri-
fication task using a location-based application on an Android tablet for all three studies, there
were some differences in the detail of each study. This subsection provides a brief explanation
of the studies that includes a design, a procedure, and a location-based application that were
used.

3.2.1 Study 1

We had thirty-one participants in Study 1. After finishing the VZ-2 test, the principle investi-
gator (PI) drove the participant to the neighborhood. The PI handed the participant a Google
Nexus tablet that had the location-based application installed and launched. The PI also gave
instructions of how to use it to verify all ten addresses. The participant started the address
verification task when he/she was ready. The PI walked after the participant to observe and to
be close in case that he/she had any difficulty using the application.
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Figure 2: The Neighborhood for the Field Study.

Figure 3: (a) Application UI of Study 1. (b) Application UI of Study 2.

Figure 3 (a) shows the UI of the location-based application that was used in Study 1.
The drop-down list on top contains all ten addresses that a participant must verify. The radio
button list contains options how the UI responds when a participant taps on the primary map.
There is one primary map located at the center. The primary map shows street names and
address numbers of all houses inside that map area. The four pan buttons are located at the
corresponding edges of the primary map. The zoom control and the switch button are located
at the bottom-right of the primary map. A participant can tap on the switch button to set the
map type of the primary map between a Tiger map and a street map that uses map images
from Google maps. The reset button is used when a participant wants to start over. A par-
ticipant taps on the quit button when he/she completed all ten addresses. Every action that a
participant did on the screen was automatically logged by the software.

In this study, every participant was randomly assigned two out of three features (GPS,
Object-Indexing, Mini Map). The participant who got the UI in Figure 3 (a) had GPS and
Object-Indexing. GPS displayed a red dot on the primary map representing the actual location
that the participant was at. Object-Indexing was activated when the first option in the radio
button list was checked and the participant tapped on the primary map. The application listed
all names of streets located in the tapped area denoted by a red rectangle. The list of street
names was displayed at the bottom-left of the UI. Mini Map, which was an overview of the
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whole neighborhood, was a feature that this participant did not have.

3.2.2 Study 2

For Study 2, we had another thirty-two participants. The procedure of Study 2 was similar
to Study 1. Every participant in Study 2 took the VZ-2 Test and then was escorted to the
neighborhood. Each participant had to verify ten addresses (different addresses from Study
1) using another version of the location-based application.

Figure 3 (b) shows the UI of the location-based application that a participant used in Study
2. The UI used in Study 2 was a universal UI where each participant had the same components.
The UI in Figure 3 (b) shows the components a participant used to verify an address such as pan
buttons or a zoom control. The primary map is 4-time larger than the one in Study 1 (Figure
3 (a)). Furthermore, all three features (GPS, Object-Indexing, Mini Map) are available all the
time. GPS displays a red dot on the primary map representing the location of the participant.
For Object-Indexing, a participant can tap a street or intersection on the primary map to see
the corresponding street names. The street names are displayed at the top-left corner of the
primary map. The Mini Map is located at the bottom-right of the UI. All ten addresses are
contained in the drop-down list. Another drop-down list contains add and delete commands
that a participant used to correct any housing address on the primary map.

3.2.3 Study 3

We divided the field study of Study 3 into three phases. A participant had to verify four
addresses, four addresses, and two addresses in Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3, respectively.
A participant had to do every phase in chronological order starting at Phase 1. We used the
same neighborhood as the previous two studies with 10 new addresses. Each participant was
randomly assigned one of two treatments: Treatment 0 and Treatment 1. If a participant was
assigned Treatment 0, the application was launched with the Traditional UI for him/her to
work with in Phase 1. After finishing Phase 1, the application switched to the appropriate
Adaptive UI for working in Phase 2. The application worked in the opposite way if Treatment
1 was assigned. It gave a participant Adaptive UI for Phase 1 and Traditional UI for Phase 2.
Since both the purpose and detail of Phase 3 were to develop a prediction model to predict a
level of VZ in real time, which is not related to this paper, we omit an explanation of Phase 3.

The Traditional UI (Figure 4 (a)) is a UI that contains only the necessary components
needed to do the address verification task plus some features that were proved to be beneficial
for every user regardless of their VZ levels [4, 13]: GPS and Mini Map. There are two versions
of the Adaptive UI: Adaptive UI for low VZ participants (Figure 4 (b)) and Adaptive UI for
high VZ participants (Figure 4 (c)). The Adaptive UI for low VZ participants (Figure 4 (b))
also included Object-Indexing for Low VZ and landmarks. The Object-Indexing for low VZ
works the same way as it did in previous studies except that it displays street names right above
the region a participant taps, which allows low VZ participants to retrieve information easily
without moving their focus out of the primary map. The inclusion of landmark is another
feature that was added to the Adaptive UI for low VZ to represent a landmark such as a
treehouse, a playground, or a stadium. The use of landmarks proved to be useful for users with
a low level of VZ [6, 10, 20]. Since most high VZ users prefer a UI with minimal design, i.e.,
a UI that contains only necessary components required to get the task done, we added only
Object-Indexing to it. The only difference is that Object-Indexing for high VZ participants
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Figure 4: (a) Traditional UI. (b) Adaptive UI for Low VZ. (c) Adaptive UI for High VZ.

displays street names out of the primary map, in particular, it displays them at the bottom-left
of UI as shown in Figure 4 (c). The reason is that we would like to have the primary map
“clean” in the viewpoint of high VZ participants.

4 Results and Discussion

This section reports the results and a discussion of our analysis of data that we gathered from
the three studies. This also includes a research question and corresponding hypothesis tests.

4.1 Results

Although we logged every action (i.e., every tap on UI) of every participant from all three
studies, we report only one variable due to space limitation, which is a total number of error
taps, i.e., a tap on a non-sensitive region. Box plots (Figure 5) show the distribution of the
number of error taps for both low VZ participants and high VZ participants in each study.

Figure 5: Box Plots for(a) Study 1. (b) Study 2. (c) Study 3 (Traditional). (d) Study 3
(Adaptive).
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4.1.1 Study 1

From thirty-one participants, seventeen participants tested low VZ and thirteen tested high
VZ (one participant tested mid-VZ which was not included in the process of hypothesis test).
Figure 5 (a) shows the distribution of the number of error taps done by low VZ participants
(yellow) and high VZ participants (lavender).

4.1.2 Study 2

From thirty-two participants, fifteen participants tested low VZ and seven participants tested
high VZ (ten participants tested mid-VZ which were not included in the process of hypoth-
esis test). Figure 5 (b) shows the distribution of the number of error taps done by low VZ
participants (yellow) and high VZ participants (lavender).

4.1.3 Study 3 (Traditional)

From thirty participants, ten participants tested low VZ and twenty participants tested high
VZ. Figure 5 (c) shows the distribution of the number of error taps done by low VZ participants
(yellow) and high VZ participants (lavender).

4.1.4 Study 3 (Adaptive)

Figure 5 (d) shows the distribution of the number of error taps done by low VZ participants
(yellow) and high VZ participants (lavender) when they used the Adaptive UI in Study 3
regardless of the assigned treatment.

4.2 Analysis

According to the box plots in Figure 5, we can observe a rough pattern that both low VZ
participants and high VZ participants produced less error taps when they used the UI that
contained features that were useful for their group (Figures 5 (b) & (d)) than another type of
UI (Figures 5 (a) & (c)). We raised a research question to see whether or not the result we had
is statistically useful.

4.2.1 Normalization of Number of Error Taps

Since the total number of addresses to be verified in each study was not equal, particularly,
Studies 1 and 2 had ten addresses, but the first two phases of Study 3 had four addresses
each, this incident might intuitively cause a biased situation such that a participant probably
produced more error taps when he/she had more addresses to verify. Hence, we normalize a
number of error taps of each participant in Studies 1 and 2 before making any comparison or
statistical process with those in Study 3 using the following formula:

e′ =
n3e

n

From the above formula, e′ is the normalized number of error taps of the participant of either
Studies 1 or 2. e is an original number of error taps. n and n3 are a number of addresses to
be verified in Study 1 (or Study 2) and Study 3 (either phase), respectively.
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4.2.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis Tests

A research question was set up as “Is there a difference in a number of error taps that a
participant of same VZ level produced in two distinct studies?”. With this research question,
two hypotheses are proposed:

H0 : There is no difference in numbers of error taps of participants in Study x and Study y.

Ha : There is a difference in numbers of error taps of participants in Study x and Study y.

From both hypotheses, x, y ∈ {1, 2, 3(Traditional), 3(Adaptive)}. Since each study was
independent and had different number of participants, we used Mann-Whitney as a hypothesis
test to test for significance of each pair of studies. However, we report only test results of
high VZ participants because there was no test on low VZ participants of any pair of studies
that yielded significant difference. Table 1 shows results of hypothesis test. The first column
indicates which two studies that we ran the test on their data (numbers of error taps produced
by high VZ participants). The second column indicates the p-value we got from the test. The
last column indicates whether or not we rejected H0 according to the corresponding p-value.

Table 1: Results of hypothesis test on error taps by high VZ participants in each pair of studies.

From Table 1, the three tests show that a difference in numbers of error taps is statistically
significant. The first test that confirmed this significance is a test between Studies 1 (a UI with
necessary components and two random features) and 2 (a UI with necessary components and
complete three features regardless of users’ preference), which returned a p-value of 0.008769.
The test between Study 1 and Study 3 (Adaptive) also confirmed the significance with a
p-value of 0.01419. Recall that Study 3 (Adaptive) came with a UI that had necessary com-
ponents and a feature (Object-Indexing for high VZ) that was proved to be useful for high VZ
participants. The last test that showed a significance is a test between Study 2 and Study 3
(Traditional) with a p-value of 0.01991. A UI of Study 3 (Traditional) had only necessary
components without any extra feature.

In an analysis view, we can categorize three studies into two groups. Group 1, which contains
Study 1 and Study 3 (Traditional), comes with a concept that a UI has a limited set of
tools that a participant can use to verify addresses. Some tools or features that they had, if
they belonged to either of these two studies, might be seen as non-suitable or non-interesting
by such participants. On the other hand, Group 2, which contains Study 2 and Study 3
(Adaptive), comes with a concept that a UI had extra tools/features that were really useful
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to participants and they used them to enhance their task of address verification. From Table 1,
it is obvious that every test between a study in Group 1 and a study in Group 2 resulted that
high VZ participants from a study in Group 1 produced more error taps than participants from
a study in Group 2 significantly. The other two tests, which were a test between two studies
from the same group, resulted that numbers of error taps were not significantly different as we
expected.

5 Conclusion

We did three studies. All of them were to invite participants to do the address verification
task using a location-based application on Android tablet. Every participant took VZ-2 test to
determine a level of spatial visualization (high/low) before going to the neighborhood to verify
addresses. Each study had a different version of UI. Every action that a participant did was
automatically logged by the application. After all three studies were done, we extracted, from
a log file, the number of error taps that each participant made to analyze. Although we cannot
see any significance from low VZ participants, we found that high VZ participants who were in a
study that used a UI with extra features that proved to suit users with high level of VZ produced
less error taps than high VZ participants who were in a study that used a UI without extra
features or a UI that had irrelevant features. The difference that we found was tested significant.

Future work in this area will look at option for low VZ users. Of particular interest is
whether the design of features for low VZ UIs need to take into consideration the techniques
used by Taylor, et al. [21] to adjust the sign of action components on the screen such as buttons,
radio buttons, text boxes, etc.
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